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Due to the evolving nature of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic all guidelines and responses could go out of date. You should always follow the latest advice of the World Health Organisation and local health authorities.

Government policy, guidelines and advice

Australia

COVID-19 and Sporting Activity
Australian Institute of Sport
Updated 2nd April 2020

Canada

Advisory on COVID-19
Own the Podium (Canada’s High Performance Sport System)
Updated 1st April 2020

India

COVID-19 Advisory
Ministry of Youth and Sports India
Updated 19th March 2020

New Zealand

COVID-19: Information and help for the sector, as well as parents and coaches
Sport New Zealand
Updated 27th March 2020
Singapore

FAQs on Updated Advisory for Sport and Physical Exercise Activity
Sport Singapore
Updated 31st March 2020

United Kingdom

Coronavirus: information for the sector
Sport England
Updated 31st March 2020

UK Sport Update on COVID-19
UK Sport
Updated 19th March 2020

Vanuatu

Vanuatu Sport Authorities Take a Stand on COVID-19
Joint Statement
Updated 21st March 2020

Guidance on community sporting activity and facilities

Canada

Risk-informed decision making about mass gatherings during the COVID-19 pandemic
Government of Canada
Updated 21st March 2020

Fiji

Fiji Sports Council Closes All Venues
Fiji Sports Council
Updated 23rd March 2020

Jamaica

Ministry closes cultural, sport facilities in light of Covid-19
Ministry of Culture, Gender, Entertainment and Sport
Updated 13th March 2020

Namibia

Suspension of all Sport and Youth Gatherings
Ministry of Sport, Youth and National Service
Updated 16th March 2020
Singapore

**COVID-19 Latest Updates for all ActiveSG Sport Facilities**
Active Singapore
*Updated 27th March 2020*

United Kingdom

**COVID-19 Coronavirus Guidance**
Sports Grounds Safety Authority
*Updated 17th March 2020*

### Sustainability and contingency planning

Australia

**Update on Sport Australia Grants Programs**
Sport Australia
*Updated 31st March 2020*

Jamaica

**Athlete assistance payments**
Ministry of Culture, Gender, Entertainment and Sport
*Updated 27 March 2020*

New Zealand

**New Zealand Economic Response Package**
Sport New Zealand
*Updated 27 March 2020*

Singapore

**Sport industry to inspire, transform and emerge stronger**
Sport Singapore
*Updated 30 March 2020*

South Africa

**A-Z of the Relief Plan from the Department of Sports, Arts and Culture (DSAC)**
Department of Sports, Art and Culture (DASC), South Africa
*Updated 2nd April 2020*

**Sector relief framework and criteria**
Department of Sports, Art and Culture (DASC), South Africa
*Updated 29th March 2020*
Minister’s Consultation with Sport and Culture on COVID-19
Department of Sports, Art and Culture (DASC), South Africa
Updated 18th March 2020

United Kingdom

Coronavirus: an update on flexibility arrangements
Sport England
Updated 31st March 2020

Package to help sport and physical activity through Coronavirus
Sport England
Updated 31st March 2020

Sport organisation policies, guidelines and advice

International Olympic Committee

All information about Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 and Covid-19
Updated 30th March 2020

International Paralympic Committee

Information for Para athletes and IPC members regarding Coronavirus
Updated 26th March 2020

Special Olympics International

Coronavirus Outbreak: What You Need to Know
Updated 16th March 2020

World Anti-Doping Agency

WADA - Covid-19 updates
Updated 23rd March 2020

Academic analysis

COVID-19, networks and sport
Daniel Parnell, Paul Widdop, Alex Bond & Rob Wilson
Published 31st March 2020

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19): The need to maintain regular physical activity while taking precautions
Peijie Chen, a,⁎ Lijuan Mao, a, b George P. Nassis, a, c Peter Harmer, d Barbara E. Ainsworth, a, e and Fuzhong Li f
Published 4th February 2020
Helping the community through sport

Beyond Sport

Community Chats
Updated 20th March 2020

Centre of Sport and Human Rights

Sport solidarity: How sport responds to crisis - Lessons for COVID-19
Updated 23rd March 2020

Why local sport is critical to the COVID-19 Response
Updated 23rd March

Connect Sport, United Kingdom

How Community Sport Is Responding
Updated 25th March 2020

Laureus Sport for Good

COVID-19 Response
Updated March 2020

Ministry of Youth and Sports, India

Message to youth and sport volunteers
Updated 20th March

sportanddev.org

COVID-19
Updated 31st March 2020

Contact

For more information or to share relevant resources and guidelines please contact:

Sport for Development and Peace Team
Economic, Youth and Sustainable Development Directorate
Commonwealth Secretariat
E. sdp@commonwealth.int